
How does the environment affect farm management?
What are the advantages of precision agriculture?

Precision Agriculture Technician
Soil and Plant Scientists
Conservation Scientists

GEOGRAPHIC QUESTIONS:

RELATED GEOGRAPHY CAREERS: 

Issue:  Sustainable  agriculture  
Lesson inquiry:  How can farm management  optimize  yields  and profi ts  while

preserving resources?
Career  connection:  Brent  Sams,  Vit iculture  Research Scientist  at  E&J Gallo

Winery

ECONOMIC
GEOGRAPHY

INTERVIEW
DIGEST: BRENT
SAMS 
"The interaction of
geography and
computer science is
essential for my role, as
well as many of the
others in my
department. At the
project level, I work with
different types of
datasets that must be
organized so that they
can be analyzed and
interpreted together. I
rarely start any of this in
a GIS, but in a statistics
package/program. I
don't have a
background in computer
science or
coding/programming,
but these have been very
useful skills to develop."

Apply remote and proximal sensing to observe and
measure inter- and intra-field variability in crops.
Define a decision support system for managing when and
how much to irrigate a field.

APPLICATIONS:

 

Photo: A farm with many sections and buffer zones 

Photo: Brent Sams poses in
front of a field

https://www.mynextmove.org/profile/summary/19-4012.01
https://www.mynextmove.org/profile/summary/19-1013.00
https://www.mynextmove.org/profile/summary/19-1031.00


R/R Studio
K-means classification with raster
datasets
General statistics
GIS

Precision Agriculture defined in
literature
Precision Agriculture video
Precision agriculture in California
journal article

Soil texture
Crop yield
Canopy light penetration

SKILLS:

BACKGROUND RESOURCES:

DATA:

GLOSSARY:

LESSON ACTIVITY EXAMPLE:
Have students use U.S. ArcGIS StoryMaps to define sustainable and precision
agriculture as well as include imagery from USGS National Agriculture Imagery
Program (NAIP).

Photo: A vertical farm with young lettuce
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/precision-agriculture
http://geoteach.org/projectGO/precision_agriculture/video/precision_agriculture.mp4
https://s.giannini.ucop.edu/uploads/giannini_public/6d/79/6d79eed9-97c3-4747-8c12-8fa109dd9f7b/innovation_and_precision_ag.pdf
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/
https://www.usgs.gov/search?keywords=NAIP
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